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These images are taken from an 
exploratory shoot I did in Japan. 
They are just a segment of what 
I hope will develop into a much 
larger project, documenting the 
ancient and traditional arts of 
the country. My interest ranges 
from martial arts to the Japanese 
tea ceremony. Traditions such 
as these, that have endured for 
a thousand years or more, are a 
unending source of fascination 
to me.

I’m also interested in the 
overlapping disciplines of Zen 

and Budo and the ideas and beliefs that they have in common. 
A stranger arriving in Japan is immediately struck by how 
modern a society it is and the extent to which technology has 
transformed every aspect of daily life, from entertainment to 

transport. But longer study suggests that behind modern Japan 
is a structure based on an aesthetic and ideas about society 
that have been passed down through generations. 

Even as it hurtles toward the future, Japan’s traditional culture 
keeps pace, just like a shadow.

In turning my images into prints, I am a firm believer in 
innovation. I am a vocal convert to the ‘dry darkroom’, the 
power of digital technology and new media developed by 
trendsetting companies such as Innova Art to deliver ravishing 
photographic prints. I also have a powerful addiction to the 
traditional. As a photographer, I believe it is important to build 
on the traditional and historical craft skills. My interest in 
Japan, as a country that bridges both old and new, is therefore 
intellectual and philosophical, as well as aesthetic. It mirrors 
my own practice.

Douglas Menuez - www.menuez.com
New York City, January 2008
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‘Since my days documenting the invention of 
digital printing software and technology, I’ve 
been watching and hoping for a substrate that 
would match the intense pleasure of pulling a 
final print out of the fixer – Innova FibaPrint® 
Ultra Smooth Gloss 285gsm is it, the miracle 
I’ve been waiting for. With deeper blacks than 
any silver paper left on the market, this paper 
represents for me a rebirth of the darkroom.’

FibaPrint Range:
FibaPrint White gloss 300gsm (IFA 09)

FibaPrint Ultra Smooth Gloss 285gsm(IFA 49)
FibaPrint Warmtone Gloss 300gsm (IFA 19)

FibaPrint White Semi-Matte 300gsm (IFA 29)
FibaPrint White Matte 280gsm (IFA 39)

Photo Range:
Smooth Cotton High White 315gsm (IFA 14)
Smooth Cotton High White 450gsm (IFA 18)
Smooth Cotton High White 215gsm (IFA 04)

Smooth Cotton High White DS 225gsm (IFA 05)
Smooth Cotton Natural White 315gsm (IFA 11)

Fine Art Range
Soft Textured Natural White 315gsm (IFA 12)
Soft Textured Natural White 190gsm (IFA 06)

Soft Textured Natural White DS 200gsm (IFA 07)
Cold Press Rough Textured 315gsm (IFA 13)

Soft White Cotton 280gsm (IFA 15)

Canvas Textile Paper (IFA 08)

Canvas Range
Archival Matte Canvas 100% Cotton (IFA 30)

Polycotton Matte Canvas (MC 12)

Polycotton Glossy Canvas (CG 15)

Book Art Range
Smooth Cotton High White DS 225gsm (IFA 05)

Soft Textured Natural White DS 200gsm (IFA 07)

Innova Art is a specialist supplier of high quality Photographic 
and Fine Art substrates for giclée and inkjet printing. In just 
under 4 years since it was founded, Innova Art has engineered 
award winning digital fine art papers. The first international 
supplier of Fine Art media to be launched in the 21st century. 
It is alone in having developed its innovative range for the 
rapidly expanding digital market. including the revolutionary 
FibaPrint® papers. Innova Art’s philosophy is to bring cutting 
edge technology to quality Fine Art and photographic papers 
for the professional photographer, artist and printmaker. 
The recent addition of the FibaPrint range of digital ‘baryta’ 
alternatives has revolutionised the digital darkroom for 
the photographer, and has heralded not the death of the 
darkroom, but its ‘re-birth’. Other innovative products make 
up the Innova portfolio, and include Opus albums and Digital 
Book Art papers.  
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‘My paper of choice is Innova Art’s 
fabulous 300gsm FibaPrint Gloss, Max 
Black paper. The images are printed on an 
Epson 9800 with K3 inks – a combination 
of printer, ink and paper that produces 
prints superior to the finest quality 
darkroom fibre print in terms of archival 

performance, dMax and tonal contrast range,’ says Osborn. 
‘Crucially, the prints retain the look and feel of a traditional 
darkroom fibre print – no longer are digital prints limited to 
the matte watercolour look. FibaPrint Gloss bridges the last 
major hurdle between traditional darkroom prints and digital 
photography.’   - www.britishpanoramics.com
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